Hi Kamel,

My name is Peter. I am 13 years old. I am English. I am from Liverpool. I am a pupil at Victoria School.

My father is a doctor. His name is John. My mother, Helen, is a teacher. My brother Tim is a pupil, too. He is 10 years old. How about you?

Yours, Peter

Part one:
Section one: Reading comprehension (07 Pts.)

Activity one : Read the text and choose the right answer :
1/ Peter is : ( -------------- ) a) - a pupil b) - a doctor c) - a teacher
2/ Peter is : ( -------------- ) a) - thirty b) - thirteen c) - three
3/ Peter is from : ( -------------- ) a) - England b) - USA c) - France

Activity 02 : Read the text again and say : TRUE or FALSE :
1/ John is a doctor. ( -------------- )
2/ Helen is the mother of John. ( -------------- )
3/ Tim is 13 years old. ( -------------- )
4/ Tim is not a pupil. ( -------------- )

Section two: Mastery of the language. (07 Pts)

Activity 01: Add a word to each list :
1/ father - mother - brother - ………………
2/ year - month - week - …………………

Activity 02: Write in full:
30 + 13 = 43
_________________________ + ____________________ = ____________________
Activity 03 : Classify the following words alphabetically: Liverpool - school - sister - old

Part Two: Written expression. (06 Pts)

Fill in the gaps to get a coherent dialogue:

Mona: _______ Big Ben in Liverpool?
Sally: No, _______ is not.
Mona: _______ is _______ , then?
Sally: _______ _______ in London.
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